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ON THE FIRST-ORDER EFFICIENCY AND ASYMEYTOTIC NORMALITY OF
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATORS OBTAINED FROM DEPENDENT
OBSERVATIONS

by R.D.H. Heijmans and J.R.Magnus
Abstract. In this paper we study the first-order efficiency and asymptotic normality of the maximum
likelihood estimator obtained from dependent observations. Our conditions are weaker than usual, in
that we do not require convergences in probability to be uniform or third-order derivatives to exist.
The paper builds on Witting and Nolle’s result concerning the asymptotic normality.of the maximum likelihood estimator obtained from independent and identically distributed observations, and on a
martingale theorem by McLeish.
Key Words & Phrases. Limifing distribution, dependent observafions, vector martingales. maximumlikelihood.

1 Introduction

I . 1 Motivation
The key for establishing the efficiency and asymptotic normality of the maximum
~
Later
likelihood (ML) estimator seems to have been provided by D U G U(1937).
CRA&R((1946), p. 500) used DuguC‘s method to provide a rigorous and much
quoted proof for the case of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations. A huge literature on the efficiency and asymptotic normality of the ML estimator obtained from i.i.d. observations now exists, of which we mention in particuand NOLLE’S
((1970), p. 78) approach, which goes back to BAHADUR
lar WITTING
(1967) and is the one adopted here.
When the observations are not i.i.d., the problem is more complex. SILVEY
((1961), p. 444) was among the first to investigate
the extent to which the theory of the consistency and asymptotic
normality of maximum-likelihood estimators, well established for observations on independent identically distributed random variables, carries
over to more general stochastic processes. Everybody knows intuitively
that it must do so to a considerable extent, but there seems to be a gap
in the mathematical theory at this point and usable conditions which
would enable one to establish these properties of maximum-likelihood
estimation in particular cases are not distinguished by their multiplicity.”
’I...

More than two decades later, this understatement has not yet lost its validity. The
case where the observations are independent but not identically distributed was stu.
died by BRADLEYand GART(1962), HOADLEY(1971), PHILIPPOUand ROUSSAS
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(1973), and NORDBERG
(1980). (See also AMEMIYA
(1973), and GOURIEROUX
and
MONFORT(1981) for applications to the Tobit and logit models, respectively.)
DIANANDA
( 1953), ANDERSON
(1 959), EICKER( 1964), and SCH~NFELD
(197 1) considered the case of rn-dependent observations; BILLINGSLEY(1961) and ROUSSAS
(1968) dealt with Markov processes which are stationary and ergodic; while ROZANOV (( 1967), pp. 190-198) and HANNAN
(( 1970), pp. 220-229) studied stationary
stochastic processes.
The literature for generally dependent observations includes WALD(1948), SILVEY (196 l), BAR-SHALOM
( 197l), WEISS (( 197l), (1973)), BHAT(1974), CROWDER
(1980). While these
(1976), BASAWA,FEIGINand HEYDE(1976), and SWEETING
papers are important contributions, the imposed conditions are generally either
very restrictive or very difficult to verify.
In this article, which stands closest to the papers by CROWDER(1976) and
BASAWA,
FEIGINand HEYDE(1976), a further attempt is made to establish intuitively appealing and verifiable conditions for the first-order efficiency and asymptotic normality of the ML estimator in a multi-parameter framework, assuming neither the independence nor the identical distribution of the observations. We
believe that our conditions are weaker (and more readily applicable) than usual; in
particular, we do not require convergences in probability to be uniform or thirdorder derivatives to exist.

1.2 Notation and set-up
The defining equality is denoted by :=, so that x : = y defines x in terms of y.
N:={ 1,2,..}, and RP denotes the Euclidean space of dimension p > 1. To indicate
the dimension of a vector, we often write y ( , ) : = ( y I , y 2 ,* ,yn). Mathematical
expectation, variance, and covariance are denoted by E, var, and cov, respectively.
Measurable always means Borel measurable.
The set-up is as follows. Let CyI,y2,* * } be a sequence of random variables,
not necessarily independent or identically distributed. For each (fixed) EN, let
,yn) be defined on the probability space (Wn,%n,P,,y) with values
y(,):=(y1,y2,
in (Rn,4,), where 3, denotes the minimal Borel field on W". The following
assumption will be made throughout.

-

-

-

Assumption I.
For every (fixed) n E Fd and A E4, ,
Pn + I , ~ [ A
xWl=Pn,yP

1.

This assumption, which relates the distribution functions of y(,) and y(, + I ) , is the
consistency property used to prove Kolmogorov's Theorem (see RAO (( 1973), p.
108)).
The joint density function of y(,,)is a nonnegative and measurable function on
W", and is denoted by h,(.;y); it is defined with respect to p,,, the Lebesgue
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measure on
finite and
y:=(yI,yz,

(Wn,an).
We assume that

h,(.;y) is known, except for the values of a
not depending on n ) .number of parameters
,yp)EI'CRP. The following two assumptions will also be made

fixed
*

-

(i.e.,

throughout.

Assumption 2.
For every (fixed) n E N , the probability measures {P,,y,yEI'} are absolutely continuous with respect to p,,, i.e.,
~=jhn~,(n);~)d~n~,(n,)

pn,y[~

A

for every A €9".

Assumption 3.
For every (fixed) n EN, the set of positivity

Of@, : M Y ( n ) ; Y ) > O }
is the same for all YET.
Assumptions 2 and 3 are coinmonly made. Assumption 3 is important when the
density is being differentiated. (Thus it is typically made when proving asymptotic
normality, but not when proving consistency.) It implies however certain restrictions. For example, if y ,y2,
,,yn is a sample from the one-parameter distribution f O,;y)=exp(y-y), y >y, or from the one-parameter uniform distribution
fO,;y)=l/y, OCyCy, then Assumption 3 is not satisfied. (In these two cases the
ML estimator is consistent, but not asymptotically normal.) Assumptions 2 and 3
together imply that for every (fixed) n E N , the probability measures {Pn,y,yEr)are
mutually absolutely continuous.
For every (fixed) y EW", the real-valued function

-

L n ( Y ) : = L n ( Y ; Y ) : =hnO, ;Y),

YE^,

(1)

is called the likelihood (function), and An(y):=logL,(y) the loghkelihood (function). We let Lo(y):= 1 and define the "conditional likelihood" (function)

[

L , ( Y ) / L n - I (Y)

g n w : =gn(v;V): = 1

9

if L n - I (Y)>O

, if L n - l ( y ) = O .

(2)

The true (but unknown) value of y is denoted by yo, the interior of r by P,and
we assume throughout that yo el?. All probabilities and expectations are taken with
respect to the true underlying distribution. That is, we write P instead of Pyo,E
instead of Elo, etcetera.
For every (fixed)yEW", an ML estimate of yo is a value ?,O,)Er with
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L n t $ n n O . ) ) ; ~ >= suFL, ( ~ ; y > .

(3)

YE

Let M,, denote the set o f y ER" for which an ML estimate exists, i.e.,

M, :=

u

C y : y d V , L n ( y ; y ) = sup Ln(q5;y)}.

(4)

+E

If there exists, fore every EN, a measurable function ?, from 08" into r such that
(3) holds for everyy EM,,, and a measurable subset M i of M, such that P(Mi)+l
as n+m, then we say that an ML estimator {$,,nO.))} of y O € rexists asymptotically
almost surely. (If r is open, compact, and interval, or, more generally, a-compact,
then M,, is itself measurable, see WITTINGand NOLLE(1970), p. 77). This notion of
the existence of an ML estimator is somewhat less restrictive than usual.
In this paper we shall assume the existence (asymptotically almost surely) and
consistency (weakly) of the ML estimator, and concentrate on proving first-order
efficiency and asymptotic normality. Conditions for the existence and consistency
of ML estimators are given in HEIJMANS
and MAGNUS(1986a).
The theory developed in this paper assumes that the joint density of
(yl,yz, * ,yn) is known (except, of course, for the value of the true parameter
vector yo), but does not specify this function. In a sequel to this paper (HEIJMANS
and MAGNUS (1986b)) we study the important special case of normal4 distributed
(but generally dependent) observations, thereby demonstrating.the applicability and
strength of our results.

--

1.3 Outline of the paper
In section 2 we discuss first-order efficiency and prove Theorem 1, which general(1970) delicate result for the i.i.d. case to dependent
izes WITTINGand NOLLE'S
observations. In section 3 we briefly review some results from the theory of vector
martingales and give sufficient conditions for a vector martingale array to be
asymptotically normally distributed. This result (Proposition 1) is a multivariate
generalization of MCLEISH(1974). We put Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 together in
section 4, where we prove asymptotic normality of the ML estimator (Theorem 2).

2 First-Order Efficiency
2.1 Background
Except in cases where the ML estimator admits of a closed form, a proof (as far as
we are aware) of first-order efficiency of the ML estimator (RAO(1973), p. 348) typically proceeds as follows. Suppose for simplicity that only one parameter Y O E is
~
to be estimated, where r is an open interval on the real line, and let qn ~r be a
weakly consistent ML estimator based on n observations. Developing d A , ( y ) / d y at
9, in a first-order Taylor series about the true value yo, we obtain
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where

7, =t yo +( 1- &,

t E(0,l).

This implies

where
SAY)

:= (l/G)dA*(YYdY,

h,(y) := (l/n)d2A,(y)/dy2,

and aa>O is arbitrary. Hence if we can demonstrate that any sequence of random
variables { x,, } which satisfies plim x,, =0 as n +00, also satisfies
plim X n S n ( Y o ) = 0 1
n-m

and if we can also show that

and
pfim
[ h n ( L ) -h" (Yo)] = 0,
n-w
then it will follow that {:,}
P
h [m
n-rm

n

is first-order efficient, i.e.,

-Yo) -( 1/a;>%(Yo)] =0.

(9)

First-order efficiency thus states that :", appropriately centred and scaled, is
asymptotically linearly related to the score function $,(yo).
Of these three conditions, (8) is the only difficult one. Consistency of :, is
clearly not sufficient for (8) since Slutsky's theorem does not apply. One possibility
to obtain sufficient conditions for (8) is to write

)I

Ihn <vn>-h" (Yo

+41- 12(7,) -411
+ ~ h n ( y o ) + ~I a+ I ~ ( ~ ~ )I

= I[hn < U n > +d(Vn11 - [ h n
Ihn(yn)+d(yn)I

2 sup Ih,(Y)+&Y)I
YE

(YO)

- U ~

+ Id(v")-aaI.

Hence, if $ ( y ) is a continuous function of y with d ( y o ) = a ~ ,and if h,(y) converges
in probability to -d(y) uniform& on r, i.e., plimn,, SupysrIh,(y) + &y)I =0,
see BIERENS((1981), p. 36), then (7) and (8) are both satisfied. This method was
used among others by WILKS
((1962), pp. 104-105 and 360-362) and HALL
and
HEYDE((1980), p. 160). Alternatively, if we can prove that Id3An(y)/d? I G H n ,
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where H,, is independent of y, and plim(l/n)H,<m as n+w, then it follows that
(8) is satisfied. This was C M R ’ S((1946), p. 501) approach.
Conditions like uniform convergence in probability or the existence and uniform boundedness of a third-order derivative, are severe requirements, which are
hard (in fact, often impossible) to verify. (See, for example, WHITEand DOMOWITZ
((1984), Theorem 2.3)). The purpose of this section is to provide sufficient (and
verifiable) conditions for the first-order efficiency of the ML estimator which are
weaker than usual. In particular, (i) it is not assumed that convergences in probability are uniform nor that third-order derivatives exist, and (ii) the observations
are not required to be independent or identically distributed. We wish to demonstrate the following theorem which generalizes WITTINGand NOLLE’S (( 1970), p.
78) result to dependent observations.

2.2 Theorem 1. First-Order Eficiency
Assume that
Al.
A2.

exists asymptotically almost surely, and is weakly
an ML estimator (},;
consistent;
for every (fixed) n EN and y(,,) ER”, the likelihood L,,(Y;Y(,,,)
is twice continuously differentiable on P.

Let I,(y):=aA,,(y)/ay (the score vector), and let (in} be a sequence of nonrandom
positive quantities with i,,+co as n+w, such that

(Such a sequence always exists; see point 5 in the discussion below.) Let
Rn(y):=a2A,,(y)/i3yay’ (the Hessian matrix) with elements RnV(y),i,j=1, . ,p,
and assume that
A3.

un}

there exists a sequence of nonrandom positive quantities
with jn+w
as n+m. such that
(i)
plim(l/jn)R,,(yo)= -Go, where Go is a positive definite p X p
n-m

matrix, and
for every c>O there exists a neighbourhood N ( y 0 ) of yo such that

(ii)

I

limp ( l / j n ) su
n-rm

Y€NPy,)

~ ~ , , ~ ( y ) - ~ , , ( y o ) ~ >=
c ]o

(i,j=l,

*

9

*

,p).

Then,

_- I

pbm
in *
n+m

Un(?n

-Yo)-Go’ln(yo))=O-

(1 1)

Moreover, if (in} can be chosen such that ( i n / j n is
} bounded, then the sequence
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{$n}

is first-order efficient, i.e.,
(12)

2.3 Discussion
Below are some remarks concerning Theorem 1.
1. It is essential that yo, the true parameter value, lies in the interior of I', because
we require that the likelihood is differentiable at every point of some neighbour(1971) studied the asymptotic behaviour of the ML estimahood of yo. (MORAN
tor when yo lies on the boundary of r.) Thus we can not permit that the set r
is countable (as it would be, for instance, in a sample from the ?(r) distribution), since I' would not, in that case, contain any interior point.
2. We assume that an ML estimator {$,} exists only asymptotically almost surely.
That is, we allow for the possibility that, for finite n, the set of observations
0,I , * . J,) which do not yield an ML estimate, has a positive probability.
3. We do not need an explicit identification condition. It is easy to see, however,
that necessary for the' consistency of {$,} is the condition

-

lim inf P ( b ~W":L,(y;y)#L,(y~;y)))>o
n-m

for every yfyo E r. Thus "asymptotic identification" in this sense is implicit in
the consistency requirement.
4. Condition A2 requires that t,(y;y) is twice continuously differentiable on P
for everyy ER" (rather than for almost eveyyyER"). The reason for this lies in
the fact that we can not otherwise be certain that the expression in A3(ii),

is measurable. See WIITING and NOLLE((1970), result A7.7, p. 185). We also
need the continuity of the second derivatives of L0(y;y)here.
5. A sequence ( i n } satisfying (10) always exists. This follows because, in general, if
x is a random variable then for every c>O there exists a 6=6(r)>O such that
P(x>6)<r. In particular, there exists a sequence { k , } such that
R l ' n (Yo )In (Yo)>kn

> < l/n.

Thus, choosing in:=k, / M , we obtain

P

[(1/i.)l',(y0)1,(yo)>~]~0

as n+m.

6. In the classical case we have in =in
= n , but in general the two sequences ( i n }
and (j,}
may depend on yo. The smaller we are able to choose { i n } the more
powerful is conclusion (1 1). An obvious choice is in:= El',(yo)l,(yo), provided
the expectation exists and i,+w as n+m. Then (10) holds (see Lemma A.3(4
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in the appendix), and {?,,} is first-order efficient if Al-A3 are satisfied and

{E r n ( Y O ) l n ( Y O ) / j n )

(13)

is bounded in n. In fact (13) can be somewhat weakened; it suffices that

{E [I'.(uo)MYo)]'~j:

1

is bounded in n for some r>O. (To see this, take

and note that in is a nondecreasing function of r for r>O, see RAO ((1973),
2.l(b), p. 143).)
((1976) p.48) and
7. Condition A3(ii) is similar to condition (4.4) of CROWDER
condition (A3)(iii) of BASAWA,
FEIGINand HEYDE((1976) p.267). In case the
observations Q l , * * * ,yyn) are i.i.d. with a common denisty fO,;y), it is not
difficult to verify that A3(ii) holds if

for i ,j = 1, * ,p and some neighbourhood N (yo) of yo.
8. If the observations are not i.i.d., verification of A3(ii) is more difficult, but still
possible. (PAGAN(1980), HELTMANS
and MAGNUS(1986b)) In any case, condition A3(ii) is a fairly weak condition, compared to any assumption on uniform
convergence in probability or the uniform boundedness of third-order derivatives. In fact, it can be shown that if G(y)=(Gii(y)) is a continuous p X p matrix
function of y with G(yo)=GO, and if A3(i) holds, then a necessary and
sufficient condition for A3(ii) is that for every c>O there exists a neighbourhood
N (yo) such that
3

(i,j=l, . . * ,p). The neighbourhood N ( y o ) in (15) may depend on c. If we
require that one neighbourhood N ( y o ) serves equally well for every c>O, then
we obtain the much stronger condition

(iJ=

1,

--

,p), which amounts to convergence in probability of (l/jn)Rn(y) to

- G ( y ) uniformly on N ( y o ) . Hence our assumption A3(ii) is much weaker than

the usual assumption (16).
9. It is also true that A3(ii) is weaker than the alternative assumption of uniformly
bounded third-order derivatives. To be precise, if we assume that for
i , j , h = l , * ,p
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(or at least for all y in some neighbourhood of yo), where HnVh
is
for all YEP
independent of y, and also that

then we can easily show (using the mean-value theorem for random functions
(JENNRICH(1969), Lemma 3)), that A3(ii) holds.

2.4 Proof of Theorem 1
Let M,, be the set ofy in R" for which an ML estimates exists, i.e.,
M,,: = u b y E R " , L n ( y ; y ) = SU~L,,(&y)}.
9s

7er

Since, by Al, an ML estsimator },{:
exists asymptotically almost surely, there
exists a sequence {Ad,,} such that M i is a measurable subset of M,,for every EN,
and P(h(,,)+l as n+m. (See section 1.2.)
Let N o ( y o )be a neighbourhood of yo such that its closure is a subset of P,and
define

v,:= 0,y ER",?,

ENo(y0)J.

Also define a new random variable Y, as

Condition A2 together with Jennrich's mean-value theorem for random functions
(JENNRICH (1969)) Lemma 3)) allows us to develop the h -th partial derivative of
A,,(y) at U, in a first-order Taylor series about yo,

where

and eh is a p X 1 vector with 1 in its h - th position and zeros elsewhere. (we consider the scalar function aA,,(y)/ayh rather than the vector function aA,,(y)/ay,
because the mean-value theorem is not valid for vector functions, see APOSTOL
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((1974), p. 355).) Note that
hence Ynh, differs for each h.
From (17) we obtain

?nh

itself is a random variable. Also note that

fnh,

and

--I
(l/jn>e’hRn(Ynh)(kn(9n-UO)-G

‘in

L(Y0))

--

where k,: =in j,,. Now,

P(kn(9n --Y,)=O)aPO, En/l, n J‘n),
and since {$,,} exists asymptotically almost surely and is weakly consistent, the
latter probability tends to 1, as n+m. Hence,
plim kn(:,, --Y,)=O.
n-rm

Similarly, the fact that

_- 1
plim in Infin)=O.
n>m

which tends to 0 as n+m, because of condition A3(ii) and the weak consistency of
{ K ) . Since E was chosen arbitrarily, we obtain plim(l/jn)(Rn(ynh)-Rn(yo))=O
as
n+m, and thus

plim( l/jn)Rn(yd)= -Go,
n+m

(h = 1,

..

*

,p),

(21)

From (21) and the fact that the sequence { i n } satisfies (lo), by construction, we
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obtain

using Lemma A.2 in the appendix. From (19) - (22) then follows that the righthand side, and hence the left hand side, of (18) tends to zero in probability, i.e.

Let us define thep Xp matrix (not, in general, symmetric)

k

:= (Rn(F"l)el> *

*

- ,Rn(Fnp)ep).

Then, from (23),

But (21) implies that (l/j,,)& converges in probability to a non-singular matrix
-Go. Hence, by Lemma A.l(ii),

--1

This proves (1 1). (Recall that k n = i n i n . ) If { i n / j n }is bounded, then (12) is an
immediate consequence of (1 1) and Lemma A. 1(iii).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.

3 An Interlude: Vector Martingales
In this section we first present a short review of vector martingales, and then generalize a theorem of McLeish, thus obtaining sufficient conditions for the asymptotic normality of a vector martingale array.
Let (Q,F,P) be a probability space: Q is a set, IF a a-field of subsets of Q,and P
is a probability measure defined on F.
Definition 3.1
Let { s n , n E N } be a sequence of random vectors (of fixed dimension) on Q, and
,sn. If
{IF,,n EN) a sequence of sub a-fields of IF generated by sI,
(9
Els,,I<ao and
E(s,,IIF,,-~)=s,-~
as. for all n>2,
(ii)
then the sequence {s,,n EN}is said to be a vector martingale.

-

Definition 3.2.
Let { s , , n ~ N }be a vector martingale. Then the sequence of random vectors
{ x n , n g N ) with
x I := s 1 and x,, := s,-s,-I,

n>2
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is called a vector martingale difercnce (VMD).
Definition 3.3.
If { x , , , ~ ,l < t < n ) is a vector martingale difference for each n e N , then the double
sequence {x,,,:, 1 < t < n , n EN} is called a vector martingale diflerence array
(VMDA).
If {s,,} is a sequence of random variables, rather than of random vectors, we
delete the word ”vector” and call it simply a martingale. Similarly, we call ( x , , } a
martingale difference and (x,,,,} a martingale difference array in the scalar case.
The following five properties are immediate consequences of the definitions:

E(s,IsI,

* .

E(xnISI,

*

. ,s,,-I) = s,,-~
. 9Sn-I) =

as. ( n b 2 ) ,

E(xnIxI,

. . . , x , , - ~ )= 0 a.s. ( n > 2 ) ,

as. (2<t<n),
E(~,,~lx,,,
1 , . . . , x , , : - ~ )= 0

&,,=ExI
Ex,=O

(nEN),

(nb2).

If a sequence of random variables { x , , , n e N } is a martingale difference, and
Ex: <co then

cov(x,,xf)=O
Also, if x I , x 2 ,. .
then

(t+n EN).

are stochastically independent, and ExI <do,Ex,,=O

(n>2),

, ~ , , - ~ ) = E x , , = 0( n b 2 )
and hence ( x , , , n E N } is a martingale difference. This shows that a squareintegrable (vector) martingale difference is intermediate between stochastic independence and uncorrelatedness. Since independence is not a vital requirement for the
key limit theorems of probability - it is sufficient to consider random variables
which form a martingale difference -, and since most stochastic processes can be
easily transformed into martingale differences, t martingale limit theory has become
an important tool in modem probability theory.
While a vector martingale is a straightforward generalization of a martingale, it
is not true that a vector of martingales is necessarily a vector martingale. For example, let ( s , , , n e N } be a martingale and define t , , : = ( s , , ~ , , - ~ ) ’ , n > 2and
,
tl:=(sl,O)I.
E(x,,IxI, *

* *

In fact a stronger result is true: if (x,,) is a martingale difference and Ex:<00,
then cov(x,,,+(xI,* . ,X,,-~))=O,~EN,
for every scalar function +(.) which is bounded and measurable. See also DOOB(1 953, p. 92).

t Let (x,,,n EN} be a sequence of random variables, with EIxnl< 00, and define
y.,,:=xn-E(x,,IxI, . . . , ~ , , - ~ ) , n > 2a, n d y , : = x I - E x I . Then ( y , , , n ~ N }is a martingale difference.
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Then {t,,n EN} is not a vector martingale (in fact, not even a sequence of uncorreThe following lemma
lated vectors), since E(t,,Itl, . * , t n - ~ ) = ( s , , - l , s , - l ) ’ # r n - l .
gives sufficient conditions for a vector of martingales to be a vector martingale.

-

Lemma

I.

Consider p sequences of random variables {$,n EN}, i = 1, . ,p. Suppose there
exists a sequence of random variables b n r nEN} such that for i = 1, * ,p and all
n EN, s!) is a measurable function o f y l , * * ,yn with Elst)I<co, and

-

E(St)bl,

* *

, y n - I ) = S (n
1 )-I.

Then the sequence of random vectors {s,,n EN} with s,,: =(#:I),
tor martingale.

..

,st)>, is a vec-

Proof:
This is obvious, because

The following crucial result gives a vector generalization of a result of MCLEISH
(1974), establishing sufficient conditions for a vector martingale array to be asymptotically normally distributed.
Proposition 1.
Let {x,,~,l=Gr<n,n E N } be a vector martingale difference array satisfying
E(maxl,,,,
x‘,,rx,,r)is bounded in n,
(i)
(ii)
plim(maxl,,,,x’n,,xn,,)=O,
as n + a , and
(iii)
plim(Z:= I x , , ~x’,,~)=K , as n +co,
where K is a finite positive semidefinite matrix. Then

Proof:
Let c be an arbitrary p X 1 vector of real constants (where p is the dimension of the
~:
Then {v,,f,1 <r G n , n E N } is a (univariate)
random vector x,,~,and let v ~ , =C’X,,~.
martingale difference array. Conditions (i)-(iii) on {x,,~} imply that { v,,,} satisfies:
(a) E maxl,,,,v~,, is bounded in n; (b) plim rnaxl,,,,v~,,=O as n + m; and (c)
plim Z:=,V,$ =c’Kc as n+co; (Use Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality.) It then follows
from HALLand HEYDE(( 1980), Theorem 3.2) that

L

This holds for any real vector c. Hence s,+N(O,K), see (RAO (1973), 2c.(xi), p.
123). II
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For a discussion of the relationship between conditions (i) and (ii) and the Lindeberg condition, the reader is referred to MCLEISH(1974), pp. 621-622) and HALL
and HEYDE(( 1980), section 3.2).

4 Asymptotic normality
4. I Background
Theorem 1 gives conditions under which the ML estimator $,, appropriately centred and scaled, is asymptotically linearly related to the score function
s,,(yo): = ( l / dn)aA,,(yo)/ay. Thus, if we can show that {s,,(yo)} is asymptotically
normally distributed, then $,, too will be asymptotically normally distributed.
(1961),
Since the sequence { a A n ( y o ) / a y ) is usually a (vector) martingale (SILVEY
p. 450), the sequence {s,,(yo)} is usually a (vector) martingale array. Proposition 1
then enables us to prove the asymptotic normality of {s,,(yo)}.
Combining Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, we can now state our main result,
which gives the asymptotic normality of the ML estimator under conditions which
we believe are both general and readily verifiable.

4.2 Theorem 2: Asymptotic Normality
Assume that
B1. an ML estimator ($,} exists asymptotically almost surely, and is weakly consistent;
B2. for every (fixed) n EN and y(,,)EBB", the likelihood L,,(y;y(,,))is twice continuously differentiable on P.
Let I,,: =aA,,(yo)/i3y (the p X 1 score vector evaluated at yo), t,,:=alog g,,(yo)/ay (a
p X 1 vector with components tnj,j = 1, * . - ,p), and R,(y):= a2A,(y)/ayay' (the
p X p Hessian matrix with elements RnU(y),i J = 1, . . * ,p), and assume that
B3. 4 ; j < m , ( n ~ N , j = l ,* * . ,p);
B4. E(tnjkl,* . . ,y,,-I)=O a.s. (n>2,j= 1,
,p);
B5. i,,:=Ef',,l,,+m as n+m;
B6. there exists a finite positive semidefinite p X p matrix K O such that
limn-,,( l/i,,)EY,,f',, = K O ;
B7. plim,,+a(l/i,,)maxl~,~,,
t$=O,u = 1 , * ,p);
B8. l i m , , , , ( l / i ~ ) v a r ~ : = I ~ t , , t ~ *~*l , ,y,-l)=O, ( i , j = l , * * . ,PI;
B9. ~ m n , , ( l / i ~ ) ~ : = ~ v ~ ( t ~ i € , i - E *( *S* ,,Yr-i))=O,
j t , i ~ ~ , ( L j = l , * * * 9);
B10. there exists a sequence of nonrandom positive quantities
with j,,+oo as
n+m, such that ph,,,,(l/j,,)trR,,(yo)=
- 1;
B11.there exists a finite positive definitep X p matrix GO such that

-

u,,}

pWl/jn)Rn(Yo)=
-GO;
n-+w
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B12.for every E>O there exists a neighbourhood N(yo) of yo such that
limp (l/jn) su
~

n-m

d

IRnv(y)-Rn,l(yo)l>c] =0,
d

( i , j = l , . . * ,p).

Then the sequence {q,,} is asymptotically normally distributed, i.e.,
L
--I
in ' J n ( ~ , ,-yo)+ N(O,G<'KoG[').
Moreover, if { i n / j n }is bounded, then

{qn} is first-order efficient, i.e.,

4.3 Discussion
1. Condition B4 implies (via Lemma 1) that {aA,,(yo)/ay} is a vector martingale.
If we know, in addition, that the expectation of aAl(yo)/ay vanishes, then we
have first-order regularity, i.e.,
EaA,,(yo)/ay=O,

(n EN).

2. Condition B4 also ensures that the random variables in B9,
{Stit,

- E(ttt&j Iv I r

- * ~ t I

)}7= I

9

are uncorrelated (see footnote *), so that the variance of their sum equals the
sum of their variances.
and HEYDE(( 1980), p. 157) stress the importance of thep X p "conditional
3. HALL
information matrix'' Fn(yo)whose typical element is
n

Fnij(y0): = 2 W t t i t g Iv I

9

* * *

r=I

vyf- I 1.

In B5 we require that in = trWn(yo)+m, in B6 that (l/i,,)EF,(yo)+Ko,
B8 that (l/i~)varFnu(yo)+O. Thus, we also have

and in

4. Conditions B8 and B9 together imply
n

which is all that we need. The reason for having two conditions rather than one,
is the belief that verifying B8 and B9 is the simplest way of establishing the
above condition.
5 . B5 and B6 imply trKo = 1; similarly B10 and B11 imply trGo = 1. In practice we
may often choose in =inand KO=Go, in which case

-I

i,' <c.n -Yo>+

L

N(Q Go- I 1.
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4.4 Proof of Theorem 2
If we can show that

then clearly (Lemma A 3 ) )
lim limsup P((l/in)l',,l,,>M)=O,

M-oc

n+m

and, since conditions Al-A3 of Theorem 1 are satisfied (because of B1, B2, and
B10-B12), both conclusions of Theorem 1 hold. In particular, we obtain

_- I
plim in

I

(j,,(?,,
-yo)-G;'In)=O,

which together with (24) implies

_- I

L

jn(?n-Yo)+

in

N(O,Gr'KoGT'X

using Lemma A.l(iv). Hence it suffices to prove (24).
<t , < n l n EN} be the double sequence of random p X 1 vectors
Let { x ~ ,1~
-defined by x,,~:= i n * t f . Notice that 5, =In -In - I , so that In=Z:= I 5,. To prove
(24) we have to show that

which will follow if { x , , ~ satisfies
}
the conditions of Proposition 1 (section 3).
Now, condition B4 implies that {tn}is a vector martingale difference (see
Lemma 1; the requirement that thep components of 5, are measurable functions of
y l , . * ,yn with finite expectation, follows from B3), and hence that {x,,~}is a vector martingale difference array. As a consequence of B4 we have

-

so that
n

n

This, in conjunction with B5, implies
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so that condition (i) of Proposition 1 holds. Condition (ii) follows from B7. Finally,
to prove condition (iii) of Proposition 1, we note, from (26) and condition B6, that
n

l i m ( l / i n ) E z ttFf=KO.

n+m

t=l

=(2/i:)var

2 vtV +(2/i:) 2 var([tittj -vtij),

Letting
we obtain

f

n

n

=I

t=l

using the fact that { ~ f j ~ ~ - E ( & j . $* .f *j ~
,yfl -, I ) , t EN} is a sequence of uncorrelated
random variables. (See Remark 2 in section 4.3.) Conditions B8 and B9 then imply
n

Iim(I/i;)var~tfittj=O,(i,j=l,
n-rca
r=1

- - - ,p).

(28)

Condition (iii) of Proposition 1 now follows from (27) and (28).
We conclude that { x ~ , as
~ }defined above satisfies all conditions of Proposition
1 so that (25), and hence (24), holds. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
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Appendix
In this appendix, {x,} and b,} are two sequences of random p X 1 vectors, {A,}
is a sequence of random p Xp matrices, and {k,} is a sequence of nonrandom real
numbers. Below we state, without proof, some simple results which are used in the
main text.
Lemma A.l
plim A,=A,plim x,=x*plim A,xn =Ax;
(i)
plim
A, =Ip,plim A,x, = O*plim x, = 0;
(ii)
plim
x, = 0, { k, ) is bounded*plim knx, = 0;
(iii)
L

(iv)

L

plim(x, - y n ) = O , x , ~ x ~ y , , + x .

Lemma A.2.
Assume that plim A, = 0, and

lim lim sup P(x',x, >M) = 0.

M-oo

n-oo

Then, plim A,xn = 0.
Lemma A.3
Any of the following two conditions is sufficient for (A. 1):
L

(i)

(ii)

x,+x;
E(x',x,)'

is bounded in n for some r>O.

